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Traditional Systems
ColorCoat 

Laykold® ColorCoat system is a durable, fade and 
wear resistant, all-weather tennis and athletic surface, 
designed to beautify asphalt and/or concrete substrates 
while providing the desired speed of play.

Advantage

Laykold® Advantage system is comprised of factory 
textured colours using a select blend of silica sands. 
Batch mixing is simplified, resulting in superior quality 
control and a consistent surface pace regardless of 
location or applicator.

ColorFlex

Laykold® ColorFlex system is a highly flexible, premium 
quality, acrylic surface that is ideal for use with new 
asphalt pavements and cushioned, free floating, or slip-
sheet surfaces that require highly flexible coatings for 
greater performance and longevity.

Cushion Plus

Laykold® Cushion Plus systems are the tennis industry’s 
premier cushioned hard court surfaces. The Cushion Plus 
series is comprised of multiple layers of rubber granules 
and rubber powder encapsulated within our highly 
flexible proprietary 100% acrylic binder.

Skate-On

Skate-On is a highly durable, 100% acrylic, all weather 
system, designed for more demanding sports traffic. 
From outdoor basketball to competitive in-line skating, 
we’ve got you covered!
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Masters Systems 
Masters Color

Our revolutionary Laykold® Masters Color system is a high 
performance, all-weather, acrylic court surface, using a 
proprietary blend of factory-texture to ensure exceptional 
playability and enduring style.

Masters Ultra 3 and Ultra 2

Laykold® Masters Ultra 3 and Ultra 2 are the next generation 
of liquid-applied cushioned surfaces. Micron rubber particles 
are sprayed or squeegeed to create a shock-absorbing layer 
for enhanced player comfort, then finished with factory-
textured, premium grade LM TopCoat acrylic colours for long-
lasting beauty.

Masters 5, 8, Float and Indoor

Laykold® Masters 5, 8, Float and Indoor are cutting-edge 
polyurethane/rubber/acrylic composite court systems. Each 
utilizes a custom pre-fabricated shockpad for advanced player 
comfort and is coated with LM acrylics for consistent ball  
bounce, reliable footing and staying power.

Masters Montreal & Masters Rome

Unprecedented in the world of elastic indoor court systems, 
Laykold® Masters Montreal and Laykold® Masters Rome’s 
engineered plywood HARO® sub-flooring promotes speedy 
installation. It provides superior force reduction properties with 
Laykold® Masters acrylics completing this extraordinary system.
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